
Community Week 2019
Beautifully different, wonderfully the same….



Pre-School: Africa
This week Pre-school have been exploring Africa. We have enjoyed looking at and creating our 

own patterns,exploring a range of multi-cultural instruments, playing in our own African small 
world safari and creating African neck collars. We have also been looking at flags of the world and 
then creating our own. We have particularly enjoyed re-enacting Handa’s surprise then tasting the 

fruit from the story. 



Reception: Australia 
Reception have been learning about Australia and the impact of plastics in the oceans and in particular the 

Great Barrier Reef. We watched how marine life was being affected by plastic in the water and discussed 
what we could do to help.

We looked at different marine life that lived in the Great Barrier Reef and made our own fish using a range of 
art materials and techniques.



Reception: Australia  
Reception looked at the Traditional Aboriginal story of How the Kangaroo got their tails. We 
shared the story together and discussed what kangaroos looked like. We looked at some film 
and photographs of Kangaroos in Australia and Mrs Burt shared some of her experiences 

when meeting Kangaroos in Australia.



Reception: Australia 
We looked at a variety of traditional Australian artefacts.  The children were very interested in the 

Aboriginal dot patterns they could see and had a go at making their own dotty pictures. 



Dolphin Class

During the week we were inspired by Islamic art. The 

children designed their own Islamic patterns. The 

children experimented with creating our own geometric 

patterns, and printed a design onto a cloth bag. We 

learnt a Bengali folk tale called ‘Grandma and the Great 

Gourd,’ which the children adapted and made their own 

version. We had visitors who taught the children some 

French, about the RNLI and about Pakistani culture.



China - By Parrot Class 
We have been learning and exploring all about China. We have created                                                              
a fact file about China. We have explored the culture of China and looked at the Chinese New Year, read 
stories related to China and made chinese dragon masks. We wrote a letter to someone in England and 
explained what we had been doing and what we got up to after we ‘visited’ China.

We have also had a go at making chinese paper lanterns and our own chinese flags. Linking to our current 
topic ‘How we can help the environment’ we have also printed a chinese lotus flower on a canvas bag which 
can be reused in the future. 



Hedgehog
We have been learning about India. We shared the story of ‘The Tiger 

Child’ and retold it in our own words. We explored Rangoli patterns 
and created some of our own using paint, chalk and rice.



PENGUIN - VENEZUELA AND SOUTH AMERICA 

Penguin class had a 
visit from Mrs Hine, 
who told us all about 
growing up in 
Venezuela and a song 
in Spanish

We also learnt a lot of 
spanish, counting to 20, 
colours and basic  greetings.

We watched a clip of Steve 
Backshall climbing to the top 
of a Tepuis in Venezuela and 
then created our own 
creatures that we thought 
he might have found at the 
top. We wrote some 
questions that Steve will be 
answering for us soon… 
watch this space!

Penguin class 

looked at two 

artists - G
ustav 

Ortiz and Joaquin 

Torres G
arcia

Finally, we went to Rio carnival and learnt 
salsa dancing and made carnival masks.



Germany - Meerkat Class        
Lewis’ mum came to talk to us about          
living in Germany, sharing similarities
and differences between life at school
and at home. 

Did you know…?
Children are given a 
special cone filled with 
goodies to celebrate the 
start of their school life.
.

Bread is a popular food 
in Germany alongside 
Black Forest Gateau and 
Frankfurter Sausages. 
Not forgetting Pretzels!

Rapunzel is a 
famous fairy tale 
by the Grimm 
Brothers.

In the German 
language red is rot 
and blue is blau.

The cuckoo 
clock was 
traditionally 
made in The 
Black Forest.

Paul Klee was an 
artist famous for his 
painting, drawing, 
and printmaking.



Kingfisher Class: India

We mixed our own paint 
using Indian spices and 

used it to make a map of 
India.

Rangoli Art - 
using food 
the colour 
of the 
Indian flag!

Mrs Goldsack told us about a school she visits 
in India and we compared it to Manor Park.

We created marbled elephants 
and wrote a description of a 
decorated elephant ….

… then we debated whether 
elephants should be used 
by tourists.

Indian food is 
delicious!



Spain

Turkey 
We had a go at 
marbling.with some 
amazing results. 

We explored 
islamic 
patterns and 
drew our own.

We created art inspired 
by the Spanish artist 
Gaudi.

We learnt about 
Spanish culture 
and tasted some 
new foods. 



We wrote poems to 
celebrate our wonderful, 

diverse school 
community.



Africa- By Tiger Class 

Tingatinga art 
from Tanzania 

We made Mama Panya’s Pancake 

Ingredients

■ 1 1/4 cups flour
■ 2 cups of cold water
■ 1/3 cup vegetable oil
■ 1/2 tsp salt
■ 1/2 tsp Cinnamon 

Instructions

1. In a bowl, mix all the ingredients with a fork.
2. Preheat a nonstick pan at a medium to low setting.
3. Ladle 1/4 cup of batter into the center of the pan. Tilt 

the pan to spread the batter to about the size of a 
grapefruit.

4. Cook until you see tiny bubbles in the pancake, then 
gently flip it over.

5. When the second side begins to pop up from the 
heat, the pancake is ready.



Kenya Maasai Tribe 



Australia
Otter Class 

We explored Aboriginal 
Culture through story, art, 
drama and outdoor 
education! Otter class 
played the digeridoo and 
even went Walkabout!



Asia
Eagle Class looked at 
different countries in Asia;

Sri Lanka
Malaysia
Thailand 
Pakistan



Panda Class

Scotland
As part of Community Week, Panda Class have been looking at the 
country of Scotland. We have studied different aspects of the country, 
such as their traditions and history. Some of the activities that we have 
taken part in are: 

- Traditional Scottish food tasting (No Haggis unfortunately!)
- Clan Competitions and Tartan design
- The Ben Nevis Challenge
- Scottish landscape painting 
- Scottish Myths and Legends
- Diversity Poetry



Turtles have been 
learning about 
South Africa.




